Low-dose (7.5 mg) oral methotrexate for chronic progressive multiple sclerosis. Design of a randomized, placebo-controlled trial with sample size benefits from a composite outcome variable including preliminary data on toxicity.
To present a detailed description of (1) the study design of this ongoing trial, (2) advantages of using a composite outcome variable instead of multiple individual outcome measures, (3) treatment group characteristics at baseline, and (4) observed short-term methotrexate (MTX) toxicity. Randomized, double-masked, placebo-controlled intervention study. Referral-based outpatient multidisciplinary multiple sclerosis (MS) clinic. Participation offered to all clinically definite chronic progressive multiple sclerosis (CPMS) patients attending clinic ages 21 to 60, disease duration > 1 year, Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) score 3.0 to 6.5 (ambulatory with moderate disability). Patients first stratified by EDSS 3.0 to 5.5 and 6.0 to 6.5, then randomized to MTX or placebo treatment. Weekly oral low-dose (7.5 mg) MTX or identical-appearing placebo for 2 years followed by a 1-year observation period. Sample size calculations undertaken prior to enrolling patients based upon a composite outcome variable consisting of designated change in any of the following functional measures: (1) EDSS, (2) Ambulation Index (AI), (3) Box and Block Test (BBT), and (4) 9-Hole Peg Test (9HPT). (1) Treatment group characteristics were comparable at baseline, (2) no patient has been withdrawn for adverse effects or lost to follow-up, (3) no significant short-term MTX toxicity has been observed. (1) The use of a composite outcome measure in the design of MS clinical trials is a promising alternative to multiple individual outcome measures that are relatively insensitive to detecting clinical change, (2) low-dose oral weekly MTX does not appear to be associated with significant short-term toxicity in CPMS. Conclusions regarding therapeutic efficacy of MTX in MS must await completion of this clinical trial.